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Description
Our deluxe prism glasses have reversible lenses so the user can choose

whether to look up or down. Read or watch TV whilst lying down. Helps

alleviate strain in the neck and back. Used for belaying while rock climbing.

Have also been used in MRI1 scanners to alleviate the effects of

claustrophobia. Can be worn with most normal spectacles.

Use
Place the prism glasses on the head

just like a standard pair of spectacles

and look straight ahead. They can be

worn over a normal pair of spectacles

if required. The lenses can easily be

reversed so the wearer can choose

whether to look up or down - see

adjustment instructions on rear page.

Specification

Prism: Manufactured to optical standards

Weight: 57g (2oz)

Care & Cleaning
Treat the reversible prism glasses like a normal pair of spectacles. Wash in

warm water with a mild detergent, rinse well and dry thoroughly. The

prism lenses can be cleaned with a standard spectacle lens cleaning cloth.

Do not soak in disinfecting media, do not Autoclave, do not irradiate the

prism glasses. Inspect the glasses before each use to ensure they are

whole, undamaged and safe to use.
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Reversible Lens Adjustment Instructions
Please note: MEDesign’s Deluxe Reversible Prism Glasses are not a toy and

are intended to be used by responsible adults. Care must be taken when

releasing and/or reinserting the two prism holders from their respective

locating slots in the rim of the spectacle frame.

Always ensure that any lens being removed cannot drop or fall onto any

surface that could result in damage. Working carefully and methodically

remove one prism lens at a time from the two locating slots in the rim of the

spectacle frame. Use gentle uniform pressure to carefully and slowly

push/slide the lens and its holder directly upwards in the two locating slots.

All Reversible Prism Glasses are closely inspected and quality tested during

manufacture and then again prior to despatch to ensure satisfactory release

and insertion of the prism lens holders from the spectacle frame.

Never try and force a lens in or out of the locating slots since this may result

in damage to the prism holder or spectacle frame which is not covered by

guarantee. If during use, or as a result of cleaning, the lens holder appears

to stick or bind in the locating slot then we advise applying a very small

amount of a suitable spectacle lubricant to the two side locating lug arms on

the prism lens holder.

Locating lug arm
lubrication point Locating lug arm

lubrication point
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